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Costa Rica and the US are locked in a trade dispute over restrictions that the US wants to impose on
the export of Costa Rican-made undergarments to the US market. Costa Rican trade officials say the
quota would put the future of the industry in jeopardy. According to government figures, Costa Rica
is the second largest exporter of undergarments to the US, after Hong Kong. The industry supports
6,000 jobs and generates US$25 million in value-added earnings from its sales in the US.
In March 1995, the US unilaterally placed an annual limit of 14.4 million dozen undergarments
that can be exported to the US. That quota was maintained for the remainder of the year with the
understanding that it would be increased by 6% in 1996. But in December, under pressure from US
textile manufacturers, the US proposed to cut the quota in half, arguing that Costa Rican exports
posed a threat to the US clothing industry.
Foreign Trade Minister Jose Rossi promised to resist the quota system, arguing that quotas were
unnecessary because there was no evidence that Costa Rican exports had hurt the US clothing
industry. "It would be arbitrary to put restrictions on us without demonstrating that we are causing
damage to the US industry," said Rossi. What is happening, he said, is an attempt to limit Costa
Rican exports "to what is manufactured from material made and cut in the US." In December 1995,
trade representatives from Costa Rica and the US held three negotiating sessions to resolve the
issue.
US trade representatives told officials of the Foreign Trade Ministry that the 14.4 million-dozen limit
could be restored, but a majority would have to be manufactured with US-made textiles. In this way,
both the US textile producers and the US- based multinational manufacturers who have assembly
plants in Costa Rica would benefit. When these talks failed to produce an agreement, Rossi took the
dispute to a panel of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in Geneva. The Geneva talks, held in
mid-January, also ended without a settlement, but another round of negotiations is scheduled for
February in San Jose.
At present, the negotiations are stalemated over a US proposal to permit Costa Rica to export up
to 7.2 million- dozen undergarments per year manufactured from textiles made in third-party
countries. In exchange, the US would take an annual quota of between 30 million dozen and 40
million dozen but only on condition that they be manufactured from US- supplied textiles. One of
the problems with the proposal is that Coast Rica already produces 30 million dozen per year. Rossi
said that if the US wants to establish a quota system, it should start with an upper limit much higher
than current production to permit growth in the industry.
But his official bargaining position is that there should be no restrictions or conditions even though
the proposed quota would not actually reduce the volume of undergarment exports. For Costa Rican
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trade officials, the quota is more than an issue of free trade. They argue that restrictions and quotas
will hamper the Costa Rican industry's ability to grow and to advance technologically. Anabel
Gonzalez, the Foreign Trade Ministry's chief negotiator on this issue, said that Costa Rican industry
faces the highest labor costs in the region and therefore has to have the freedom to improve its
comparative advantage by contracting for material or technological inputs in any country it chooses.
Vice minister of Foreign Trade Francisco Chacon told reporters in Geneva on Jan. 18 that the US
proposal would leave the future of the industry tied to US policies. He blamed the quota proposal
on the North Carolina-based company Sara Lee, which has several undergarment-manufacturing
plants in Costa Rica and produces 75% of the undergarments Costa Rica exports to the US. He
criticized the company for placing paid advertisements in Costa Rican newspapers urging the
government to accept the quota proposal.
"The US government has worked out a deal with [Sara Lee]...to tell us what we should produce, how
we should produce it, and what our trade policy should be, and we are not going to permit that,"
said Chacon. The pro-quota view was expressed by the president of the Textile and Manufacturing
Chamber (Camara Textil y de Confeccion, CATECO), Jaime Guardia, who said recently that the US
proposal is acceptable. "It's better to export 40 million dozen made with textiles from that country
[the US] than remain with a quota of 14.4 million dozen that will only increase by 6%," he said.
(Sources: Inter Press Service, 01/17/96, 01/18/96; La Nacion, Reuter, 01/17/96, 01/23/96; Agence
France-Presse, 01/23/96)
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